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equations(PDEs) solvedwith thesemimeticdifferenceap-

By combining the support-operators method with the
mapping method, we have derived new mimetic fourthorder accurate discretizationsof the divergence,gradient,
and Laplacian on nonuniform grids. These finite difference operators mimic the differential and integral identities satisfied by the differential operators. For example,
the discretedivergenceis the negative of the adjoint of the
discretegradient and consequentlythe Laplacian is a symmetric negative operator. •Ve analyze the lossof accuracy
in the approximationswhen the grid is rough and include
numericalexamplesdemonstratingthe effectiveness
of the
higher order methodson nonuniformgrids in one and two
dimensions. The analysis and examples are for fourthorder finite difference methods, but the approach can be
extendedto create approximationsof arbitrarily high order.
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proximationsoften automatically satisfy discrete versions
of conservationlaws and analogiesto Stoke's theorem that
are true in the continuum and, therefore, are more likely
to produce physically faithful results. These symmetries
are easily preserved by local discrete high-order approximations on uniform grids, but are difficult to retain in
high-orderapproximationson nonuniformgrids. We also
desire the approximations to be local and use only function values at nearby points in the computational grid.
These methods are especially efficient on computers with
distributed memory.

We desire the methods to be high-order. The use of
higher-orderapproximationsreducesthe number of points
neededin the discretization and consequentlyreducesthe

computationalcostto achievea desiredaccuracy[9, 4].
This savingsis inverselyproportional to the number of grid
points raised to the order of the method. Also, because
the number of grid points in a calculation increaseswith
the power of the dimension, the higher-order methods are
extremely effective in higher dimensions. If, however, the
higher-orderapproximationsare lessaccurateor lessstable
than low order methods on rough grids, then all of the
advantagesmay be lost.
A straight-forward method to construct high-order accurate approximationsto the derivatives of a function defined on a nonuniform grid is to construct and differentiate

a Lagrangeinterpolatingpolynomial[7]. On nonuniform
grids, the differenceapproximationsto the gradient operator grad, and the divergenceoperator, div, generatedby
Lagrange interpolation are rarely mimetic. Furthermore,
their composition to form the Laplacian operator is often
not negative definite.
If, however,the grid and function are first mapped to
a uniform grid, the derivatives approximated there using
Lagrangeinterpolation, and the results then mapped back
to the original nonuniform grid, the resulting finite differenceapproximationscan be shownto be mimetic, provided
that at eachstep of the processthe symmetry relationships
are preserved.In expressingthesediscreteapproximations,
specialcare must be taken to preservethe symmetry rela-
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lytically, and confirm numerically,that the approximations
we proposeare fourth-order accurateon smooth grids and
that the accuracyof the approximation decreasesslowly as
the smoothnessof the grid decreases.The numerical verification is first done using an analytic transformation, with
a jump in one of its derivatives,to map the grid. Next, we
numerically study the accuracyof the differenceapproximationson a sequenceof randomperturbationsof different
order with respectto the uniform grid spacing.Numerical

tionships between differential operators. It is these symmetry relationshipsthat maintain the physical properties
such as the conservation laws satisfied by a PDE in divergencefrom. In this paper, we derive an approachthat
preservesthese relationshipsand guaranteesthat the resulting high-order approximationsare mimetic.
The accuracy of the approximations depends as much
upon the smoothnessof the grid as the smoothness
of the
function being differentiated. Thus, a fourth-order approximation on smooth grids degeneratesto lower order on
rough grids. V•reanalyze this loss of accuracy and verif•vthat it occursgracefully. We also verify that even on
relatively rough grids, the fourth-order discretizationsare
computationally more efficient than the standard second-

the higher-ordermimeticapproximations
and analyzetheir

order discretization.

errors and comparetheir accuracyand efficiencyin numer-

•Ve first derive high-order mimetic approximations in
one spacedimensionanalogousto the divergence,defined
at the nodes, and the gradient, defined in the cells. The
discreteoperatorsare required to be the negativeadjoints

ical experiments.

investigations
of truncationerrorsand accuracyin 2D are
in generalsimilar to 1D, but truncationerrorsin 2D are
much more sensitiveto grid quality.
After definingthe notation and basicideas,we construct

2

Discretizations

in 1D

of each other. The secondderivative(Laplacian)is approximated by the compositionof the first-order operators
and consequentlyis a symmetric operator. This approach,

The domain for the functions to be discretized, without

mimetic.

definitionof •:•+x/2will be givenlater.)

The accuracyof high-orderapproximationson nonuniform gridsis sensitiveto the smoothness
of the grid. The
importanceof errorsintroducedinto second-order
difference schemesby nonuniform grids has been extensively

2.1

The mappingmethod[10, 20, 8] assumes
that the grid is

studied[1, 3, 5, 6, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 21], but there has

given by a mapping X,

lossof generality, can be chosenas the unit interval. This
basedonthe support-operator
method[18,19],guarantees interval is divided into cells with endpoints called nodes.
that the resulting differenceschemepreservesthe symme- We denote functions defined at the nodes as nodal functry properties.For example,the conservative
property[13] tions. These functionsare analogousto vector functions,
for PDEs in divergenceform is automatically preservedon while cell functions are analogousto scalar functions defined at somepoint within the cells.
nonuniform grids.
Considerthe domain[0,1] and the irregulargrid with
The construction and analysis of the higher-order
nodes
{xi, i = 1,...,M}, with xi < xi+• . The sizeof the
schemesin 1D proceedsby first using Lagrange interpogrid
is
measuredby Ax = max•<i<.•t_• Ixi+• --xil. In one
lation to construct higher-order approximationson a unidimension,
discrete vector functions have one component,
form grid and then usingthe mappingmethod [10, 20]
1•;
=
(WX,
0,0), withvalues
defined
at thenodes
WX =
to extend the approximation to nonuniform grids. The
{WX•,
WX2,...,
WXM}.
resulting approximation in 1D is then shownto be an exWithin a cell with end points xi and xi+•, •veintroduce
ampleof a support-operator[18, 19] method,and consequently the schemeis mimetic. In 2D we also use the the point &i+l/2' On uniformgrids,the point & is the
mapping method to constructthe discreteanalog of the midpoint
•i+1/2 : •i+1/2 • (Xi+i -Jrxi)/2 ofthe cell,and
divergenceand directly use the support-operatorsmethod it is near the midpoint on nonuniform grids. The point
to construct finite-difference approximations for the gra- •i+1/2 is the locationwherethe discretescalarfunction
dient, and consequently in 2D these approximations are valuesU = (U3/2,'", U•w-•/2), are defined.(An exact

The mapping method.

been little analysis or numerical comparisonsfor higher-

orderapproximations
on nonuniform
grids[8, 9].
When generatinga grid for a complexdomain,it can be
difficult to generatea smoothgrid. Becauseof this, it is important to understandthe impact of roughnessin the grid
on the quality of the approximations.In 1D we proveana-

where the •i give a uniform grid, with meshspacingh =

1/(M- 1) in the interval[0,1] whichis calledlogicalspace
(the grid is calledthe logicalgrid). The first derivativeis
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defined by

df df(dx)
-1

(2)

This approach transforms the problem of approximating
a derivative on a nonuniform grid to approximating two

derivatives,
•d and•dxona uniformgrid.

The same technique can be used to construct an approximation of the secondderivative by using the chain rule

(3)

dx
2- dE
2dE dEdE
2

•

'

where all derivatives are approximated on a uniform grid,
or it can be constructed as a composition of the discrete divergenceDIV and gradient GRAD operators. The chain
rule direct approach does not preservemany of the sym•netry properties of the Laplacian, such as the divergence
form. and is considerablymore complicated in higher dimensions. Therefore we will only consider constructing
the higher derivativesas a compositionof the elementary
operatorsDIV and GRAD.
The accuracy of the difference approximations constructed by the mapping method depends on both the
continuity of the function definedon the grid and on the
smoothnessof the gird. In solving PDEs; often it is natu-

operators. In higher dimensions,the gradient grad operates on a scalar function to produce a vector function,
while the divergencediv operates on a vector function to
producea scalar function. In one dimension,a vector func-

tion w - (wx,0, 0) hasonlyonecomponent
and div is the
derivativeof this component. The grad is the usualderivative of a scalar function. We require the approximations
to satisfy symmetry properties that come from an anal-

ogy to the higher-dimensionaldivergence,gradient, and
Laplacian. In the continuum, the divergenceand gradient are negativeadjoints of each other, div* -- -grad,
and the Laplacian is given by A -- div grad. The adjointhessrequirement on the divergenceand gradient implies that the Laplacian is a negative symmetric operator.
One goal here is to construct high-order discrete analogs,
DIV and GRAD, of the divergenceand gradient so that
DIV*

-

-GRAD

and then use LAP

= DIV

GRAD

as

an approximation of the secondderivative. The approximations constructedare fourth-order, but the construction
can be extended to create approximations of arbitrarily
high order.
One of the most costly parts of many simulations is the
inversionof the discreteLaplacian. Some of the most efficient methods for solving these equations require the discrete Laplacian to be a negative definite, symmetric opral to requirethat the functionbeingdifferentiated,f(x),
erator. Mimetic discretizations of the Laplacian or, more
is smooth. but the grid may be prescribed by a process generally,symmetricelliptic operators,automatically prowhere we cannot assumethat X(E) is smooth. Conse- duce discrete operators that are symmetric and negative

quently
f(•) = f(X(•)) maynotbesmooth,
evenwhenf

is well-behaved as a function of x. Therefore, estimates of
the truncation error for high-order approximations must
include an analysis based on both the smoothnessof the
function

and the transformation.

If DE approximates
d/dE on a uniformgrid to o(hq),
where h = •i+• - •i, then the approximation of D• on a
nonuniform grid

DE/(E)
+O(h)= D
De/(E)
(4)D.f(x)= Dg
EX(E)
+O(h)
f(E) =
If second-ordercentral-differencesare used to approx-

itnate the derivativeson the logicalgrid in (2) then the
truncation error is, in general, first-order with respect to
Ax, but if the transformation is smooth, then the trunca-

tion erroris O(h2).

two discretizations

(5)

/vudiv
v•
dV
+/v(•,gradu)
dV
u(•,•)•S.

This identity can also be written in terms of inner prod-

(6)(f,g)H=/wfgdV,
(&g>x
=/w(&
g)
dV.
For functionswhich are equal to zero on the boundary, the

integralidentity (5) is
(7)

The support operators method

•Ve introduce

The integral identity
In the support-operator method, the approximations of
the divergenceand gradient must satisfy a differenceanalog of integral identity

ucts,

is alsoO(hq).

2.2

definite[18, 19].

for the first derivative

based on the projections of the gradient and divergence

(u, div •:)s + (gradu, t•)• = 0,

that is, differential operators div and grad are negative
adjoints of each other:

(8)

grad = -div*.
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To maintain the analogy that vector functions are deA discreteanalogof the adjoint relationship(8) can be
found by introducingthe followinginner productsin spaces finedon the nodesand scalarfunctionsare definedon cells,
of discrete functions:
the discretedivergenceDIV maps nodal functionsto cell
functionsand the discretegradient,GRAD operatormaps
(9)
(F, G)H•= •. Fi+x/•
Gi+•/•VCi+x/•
cell functionsto nodal functions. The two simplestnatural
i
approximationsof these operators are
and

(X,

(10)

=

,
i

wherethe volumesof the cell VCi+•/2 and the volumes

(17)

of the nodesVNi depend upon the mapping and must be

and

defined consistently for each of the numerical methods.
If the discrete functions are zero near the boundary, then
we will definethe operator GRAD from the followingdiscrete identity

(18)

• U•+1/2
(DIV[•)i+1/2
VCi+I/2

(DIV I/P)i+•/2
=

(GRAD
U)i= •i+1/2
_Ui+•/2
--- •1i-1/2
Ui-•/2

The first formula is second order approximation on any
grid, and secondformula is first order on non-smooth grid
and secondorder on smooth grids.
High order discrete divergence operator DIV

On a uniformgrid (15) gives
i

(DIV I/P)i+•/2=

or

(11) (U, DIViP)Ha + (GRAD U, •)•a =0,
and, consequently,the discrete operators are also negative
adjoints of each other:

(•a)

gaa•

2.3

= -•XV*.

Difference approximations

If(.r)-œ•(x)l
_<
max•(f•+•(•))
(.+1)!

and

(14)

df
7;

+O

,

where 5 is a point in the interpolation interval, and R is
some constant which depends on the interpolation points
and scales as h•. Thus La gives a third-order approximation for the first derivative on nonuniform grids. On
uniform grids fortunate error cancelationmakesthis approximation fourth-order at the midpoint of the centercell,
and formula for approximation of first derivative becomes

(15)(D•f)i+•/2=

--fi+2 + 27 fi+• - 27 fi + fi-•

24Ax

The analogoussixth-order formula is

(16)

withthecellvolume,VCi+i/2 -- h, a fourth-order
approximationfor the divergence
at •i+•/2 = (•i + •i+•)/2.
On a nonuniform grid, using this formula in (2)
for smooth functionsand transformations,the mapping
method approximationfor the divergencewith the cell vol-

The error estimate for the Lagrangeinterpolant of order n
(using n + 1 points) for a smoothfunction f is

(13)

(19) -WXi+2
+27WXi+x
- 27WXi+WXi_x
24VCi+i/2
'

(Dxf)i+•/2 =
{-9
+2250f•+x - 125f•+2 + 9 f•+a}/(1920Ax).

ume

(20)

VCi+i/2 =
(-xi+2 + 27xi+• - 27xi + xi-x)/24,

is O(h4) accurateat the imageof •i+•/2, Jq+•/2 =
X(•+1/2). Usually•:i+•/2• xi+i/2 -= (xi + xi+l)/2. Be-

cause
thedifference
between
:•i+1/2andXi+l/2iSO(/kX2),
this distinctiononly playsa role for high-ordermethods. In
our truncation error analysis we are careful to ensurethat
the mid-point projection is the image under the transformation of the mid-point in logicalspaceand not the center

point of the centralinterval. If the functionX(•) is not
known explicitly, then this point can be approximated by
Lagrangeinterpolation to fourth-order by

(21) •i+•/2 • (-xi+2 + 9xi+x+ 9xi - xi_•)/16.
Onroughgrids,thedenominator
VCi+i/2, givenby (20)
can vanish. That is, even though X is a one-to-onemapping, the numerical approximation of the map may not be,
causingthe differenceapproximation to fail. Luckily, this
only occurson very rough grids.
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If u is a smooth scalar function, the truncation error of
The volumeVC (and VN) must be positiveto ensure
that the expressions
(2.2) (10) satisfythe axiomsof an the discrete gradient •crt•D is
inner product. To illustrate how this failure can occur,
consider the function ui = I for i = io and ui = 0 for all
other i, then

(4) •GRAD
TM
=GRAD(p•
u)-P•(d•).

(22)

The approximations
(17) and (18) are secondorderon uni-

u)h = VCo+/2 ,

which must be positive. When a volume VC is zero or
negativethe length of a nonzerovector is zero or negative,

and the expressiongivenin (2.2) doesnot satisfythe axioms of an inner product. Similar results hold for the inner
product of discrete vectors. This can produce some nonphysicalconsequences.For example, somequantity which
is always positive in the physical model, such as energy,

can be zero or negative. Thus, to usethe mappingmethod
for sonhegiven grid, one must checkthat VC and VN are
always positive.
High order discrete gradient operator GRAD

form grids, but the approximation to the gradient is only
first order on nonuniform grids. One goal of this paper is
to derive higher-order analogsof these discrete operators.
The accuracy of the discrete divergence, gradient and
Laplacian operators depend upon the smoothnessof the

grid transformation. In this section,we presentresultsof
the truncation errors analysisfor DIV, GRAD and LAP

(detailscan be foundin [2]) on gridsgeneratedby an analytic transformationwith different levelsof differentiability, and on randomly generated grids. We describe the

analyticgridtransformation
asC• whenthe firstk derivatives of the map are continuous. (In our examples,the
k + I derivativehas a jump discontinuity). For our ran-

The formula(15), translatedby 1/2,
(GRAD U)i

dom grid examples, the identity map is perturbed by a

-Ui+3/2 + 27Ui+•/•.- 27Ui_•/2 + Ui-3/2
24 VNi

with the nodal volume. Vi•} = h, is a fourth-order approx-

imation for the gradient on a uniform grid.
On a nonuniform grid, using

randommultipleof h•.
If f is a C•-• functionand the k-th derivativeis
bounded, then

(5)

V.V,.
= -J:i+3/2
+27•i+½/2
- 27•_•/2
+•i-3/2
24
providesa fourth-orderapproximation
at the imageX(•i),
that is at

f(x

•-• f(J)(x)hJ F• h•
j=0

whereF• is someaverage
valueof f(•). Fora Cø mapping
with boundedderivative, by Taylor seriesexpansionabout
the point xi, we can express

(6)

3

Truncation

error analysis

We define the truncation

where Ci•

error as the difference between

the projection to a grid point of the derivativeof a smooth
function and the discrete difference approximation of the
derivativeusingvaluesof the smoothfunctionprojectedto
the grid points. The cell projection operator, p•, maps a
smooth scalar function

(1)

to discrete cell-valued

functions:

are bounded by the first derivative of X.

For a C • mappingwith boundedsecondderivative,we
have

=
where Ci• are bounded by the secondderivative of X.
DIV and GRAD error analysis
The truncation error for the fourth order operator DIV,

(p•u)i+•/•= ui+•/•= u(•i+•/•).

operatingon a smoothfunction•(x), is obtainedby Tay-

The nodal projection operator, P•, maps a smooth vector

lor seriesabout•i+1/2' The imageof the midpointin log-

function

(2)

to its values at the nodes

(Ph71•)i= 7•i • •(•i).

ical spaceplays a critical role in our analysis. Because,in
general, the mapping is not known explicitly, it is important to accurately approximate this image in analyzing the
truncation

If • is a smooth vector function, then the truncation

error of the discretedivergence•mv

is the nodal function

d•

(3)

½mv•= Ph(•) - DIV(P••).

error of the fourth-order

methods.

We use the

definition(21) for •i+1/2.
For a Cø mapping•mv are order h. The sameresult
is obtainedfor •a•D.
For a Cx mapping(7), •DIV is
orderh3, but truncationerrorfor GRAD is onlyorderh2.
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The truncationerror of the first term on the right side

Mapping
GRAD DIV LAP
CO

1

1

0

C•

2

3

1

C2

3

4

2

C3

4

4

3

C4

4

4

4

of this equation is the same as for DIV,

but the trunca-

tion error for the second term is one order less than for the

Table 1: Theoretical estimates for the order of approximation of the fourth-order discrete operators, analyzed in
section 3, as a function of the smoothnessof the map.

These results can be extended to non-smooth grids. We

GRAD. Becausethis truncation error was estimated by
using the estimates for the individual operators independently, there may be someundetectedcancellationand the
truncation error may be less_than these estimates. However, the numerical results for random grids confirm that
the estimates are, in fact, optimal. Similar results can be
obtained for the operator grad div and its approximation
GRAD

DIV.

Although the truncation error for the Laplacian may

reduceto O(1) on roughgrids,the convergence
rate for the
solutionsof elliptic boundary value problemsand parabolic
diffusionequationsremains at least secondorder in all the
numerical experimentswe performed with the methods.

definethe O(hk) randomgridby

This hasbeenprovedfor similarmethodsin [11].

(8)

xi = • 4-hkRi ,

In summary, on the rough grids the truncation error
for LAP is one order less than that of GRAD, and, for

where the Ri's are random numbers uniformly distributed

smoothenoughgrids(C•, C2), the truncationerrorfor

in [-1/4, 1/4].
On order h random grids both •DIV, •GRAD are order

DIV

is one order higher than the truncation error for

GRAD, for verysmoothgrid (C3 and higher)for both

h. For order h: random grid •DIV is third-order,but operator truncation error is fourth order.
similarto caseof C • mapping•GRAD is onlysecond-order.
The casesfor higher-ordersmoothnessof the analytical 4
Discretizations
in 2D
grid and high order random perturbation of the uniform
grid. are handled similarly. and results are summarizedin
Table

1.

LAP error analysis
Because DIV = -GRAD*,

the Laplacian, LAP

=

DIV GRAD, is symmetricand negative(but may not be
negativedefinite). }Ve now estimateits truncation error

4.1

The mapping method

In 2D we also need to approximate the operators div
and grad. The derivation of a discrete approximation of
derivativesusing the mapping method approachbeans by
assumingthat there is a transformation

in terms of the truncation errors for the divergenceand
gradient.

For a uniform grid, the superposition of DIV
GRAD

and

= ¾(6,

is

(LAP U)•+•/2 =
1

between the physical region and a unit square in logical
space. Given such a transformation and two positive inte-

576h2(Ui+7/2
- 54Ui+5/2
4-783
Ui+3/2

gers,M and N, set A• = 1/M and At/= 1/N. The points

-1460Ui+•/2+ 783Ui_l/2- 54Ui-3/2+ Ui-5/2)ß

(xi,j, yi,j) givenby

On a nonuniformgrid, the explicit formula for the high
order LAP

operator is extremely complex. In practice,

e.g. when programmingthe operator on the computer,we
define the Laplacian on nonuniformgrids as a composition
of the discrete DIV and GRAD operators.

Combining(3) and (4),
(9)

x=

(1)

QDIVGRADtt =
I)DIV (grad a) - DIV

:Ci,j: x(i A•, j At/),
0<i<M,

Yi,j = y(i A(, j

O<j<N,

form a grid on the physical region.
The first and second derivatives

of a function

can be

expresseddirectly as a function of the derivatives on a
regular reference grid and the mesh metrics of the map

from the physical(x, y) grid to the reference(•, r/) grid.
Using this straight-forwarddefinition we have

High-Order 5limetic Finite DifferenceMethods
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complicated,will not be mimetic. Instead, we again use
ix

•lx

0

0

0

•y

T]y 0

0

0

•xy Vxu •x•u •x% + •

•%

•YY •UY •

•

2•

2

a combination of the mapping method and the method of
support-operatorsto generatehigh order mimetic finite differenceapproximationsfor the GRAD and DIV. These
can then be composedto approximate the Laplacian.
The formulas for the operators DIV and GRAD still
contain

derivatives

of transformation

and JacobJan at dif-

ferent points. If we know mapping analytically we can evaluate derivatives explicitly. The grids may be generated nu-

merically(see,for example,[10]),or obtainedfromanother
where

0

0

calculations, such as occursin Lagrangian fluid dynamics.
For these caseswe know only the coordinates of nodes:

xi,j ,Yi,j. That is valuesof the functionsX(•,r/),Y(•,r/)
If the derivatives of the map are not known explicitly,
then they too must be expressedin terms of derivativeson
the uniform referencegrid.
Using the Jacobian, J, of the map and its derivatives,

at the nodes•i, •j. The derivativesof the transformation
canbedefinedusingfinite-difference
approximations
of (2).
These approximations should be at least the same order
accuracyas the GRAD and DIV operators.

4.2

The support-operators

method

J

=

x•yv-xvy • ,

For a discrete description of the vector field we will use

J•

--

xs•yv + x•y•v - x•vy• - xvy• ,

ential operator divergenceis

J,• =

x•vyv + x•yvv - xvvy• -- xvy•v ,

Cartesian
coordinates,
•- (AX,AY). Therefore,
differand

(3)

aiv_•= OAX
+ OAY

Becausethe operator div is in divergenceform, its approxthe mesh metrics can be expressedas derivatives on the
(•, n) referencegrid.

imation

is constructed

on the basis of the conservative

or

symmetricform of the transformedderivatives(see, for
example,[10]),
Ou

-- yv/J, •y---xv/J,

rlx--y•/J,

= (-JcY•+ JYv•. + J.Y•Y.- JY•Yv/J3,
-

and

(J•x.y. - Jx•.y. - J.x.y• + Jx..y•)/J3 ,
Therefore, for derivatives which form a divergence, we

(2)

get

= (-Jcx•+ Jx.x•. + J•x•x.- Jx•xn)/J3 ,

(4)

OAX

Ox- {(AXYv)•
-(AXY•)v}
/J

and

-

(J.x•y•- Jx•.y• - J•x•y.+ Jx•yn/J 3 ,

(5)

OAY

•yy={(AYx½)v-(AYxn)•}/J.

Therefore, the problem of approximation of the operator
and
div is reducedto approximation of the first derivatives of
= (-J.x• + Jx•x•.+ Jcx•x.- Jx•x•xn/J• .
AX, AY and x, y with respect to logical variables •, V on
a square grid.
Becausewe want to find an approximation for the opThe derivative approximations generated by this approachcan be combinedto give accurateapproximations erator grad, which preservesadjointnessto the operator
for the GRAD, DIV and LAP on a smooth grid, but the div in the discrete case, we consider how the main interesulting approximations,in addition to being extremely gral identity (5) worksin the differentialcase. For the
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AYi+
I/2j+I

first integralwe havethe followingexpression
in termsof
coordinates •,

(6)

i+ld+l

id+l

/vudiv
•dV
=
Ui+l/2d+l/2 •L•i+ld+
l/2

AXial+l/2
To understand the expressionfor componentsGX =

Ou/Oxand G1/ = •u/c9yof the vectorgradu , obtained
by usingthe integral identity, we write the followingexpressionfor the secondintegral
(v)

,(•.,
grad
u)dV
=
f,(AX
.Gx+A1/
. J av.

ij

AYi+I/2j

i+ld

Figure 1' The stencilfor the discretizations.
Spaces of discrete functions

To describe
vector2{ = (AX,AY). we introduce
the

Integratingby partsin (6) andcomparing
termsnearAX
discretespaces:spaceHi,which we usefor descriptionof
and .4I/ in the transformed(6) and (7) we can conclude

component
AX ofthevector•, is described
byvalues
on

that

the middleof the edge(i, j)-(i, j + 1) in logicalcoordinates,

Ou
__

----

__

and
Ou

that is, in point

(•i, 0.5(•i.3-{-V,j+l)) ß
And spaceHr•, whichwe usefor descriptionof component
AY, is described
by valuesin the middleof the edge(i, j) -

4.3

Difference approximations

(i + 1,j) in logicalcoordinates;
That is, in point

In the discretecase,to constructdiscreteanalogsof div

(•i, 0.5(7]i.j'•-/•iU+I)) ß
and grad xveusea combination
of the mappingand the
support-operators
method.Usingthemappingmethodwe Therefore,discretizationof the vector field is
approximate
the operatordiv basedon the formulas
(4),
•= (AX,AY); AX • H•, AY • H•.
(5). \Ve then usethe support-operators
methodandthe
integralidentityto obtainthe expression
for the discrete For descriptionof scalarfunctionswe use spaceHC,
grad. analogous
to the formulas(8), (9). The approxi- xvhichis describedby valuesof the scalarin the middle of
mations of the derivativesfor div and grad can not be

the cell in logicalcoordinates.that is, in point
chosenindependently;
the approximationfor grad follows
from the approximationfor div and the integralidentity.
(0,5(•i + •i+1), 0'5("i,j +
This procedureallowsus to keep adjointness
of discrete
Therefore discretization of scalars is U • HC. Discretizaoperatorssimilarto the differentialcase.
Therefore,the problemof constructing
finite-difference tions for vector and scalar functions are shown on figure
1.
operatorsDIV and GRAD in 2D is reducedto construction of someset of onedimensionaloperators,whichwill be

Such discretization will be consistent with one dimen-

to another(forexample
projections
fromthecenters
ofthe
edgesto centerof the celland soon).

and spaceHC corresponds
to cell-centereddiscretization.

analogsof the derivativein • andr/directions,andprojec- sional considerations,becausespace H• correspondsto a
for the 1D (dependentonlyonx) c•e,
tion operatorsto projectvaluesof functionsin onelocation nodaldiscretization

OperatorsD• and D•

To obtain fourth order approximationsfor div and grad
We alsorequirethat the finite-difference
approximations
on rectangulargridscoincidewith the onedimensionalap- on smoothgridswe useonedimensionalanalogsof derivativesand projectionoperators.Again we needtwo analogs
proximations
considered
in the first part of this paper.

Hlgh-Order .%limetlcFinite Difference_•lethods

of the first derivativeO/Of:

$55
If we know the transformation and its derivatives, then
the operator div can be approximated by

D• : H f -->HC,

OAX[
• (Di
AX)i+i/2,j+i/2
-•i+1/2,j+1/2
Ox

The expressionsfor theseoperatorsfollow from one dimensional considerations:

Xi+l/2,j+l/2

(10)

1

(Di A()i+l/2,j+l/2-{ -A•i+2.j+l/2+ 27A(i+l,j+l/2
-27A•i,i+•/2+ A•i-x.j+x/2}/(24h).

Ji+l/•,i+•/•

{[D•
(AXyv)]i+l/2.j+•/2
-

[Dv((P•(P•
AX))Y•)]i+l/2,j+l/2}
'

Oy :•i+1/2,j+1/2• (Dy
OAY]
AY)i+i/2.j+i/2
=
tOi+
l /2,j+ l /2
(11)

(D•U)i.i+l/2
--

1

{-Ui+3/2.i+1/2
'-[-27Ui+l/2,j+l/2
-27 U•_•/•4+•/2+ Ui_3/2,j+l/2
} / (24/*/).

J/+•/2o+•/2
{[D,
(AYx•)]i+•/2.j+•/2
((Vi(V.
AV)
)

Similarly, we introducedifferentiationoperatorsD• and
where

D•

Dv'Hr•-•HC;

D,•'HC•H•.

•7i+1/2.j+1/2
-- X (•i+1/2.j+1/2,
r]i+l/2,j+l/2)

XX• also define projection operators,
and

•i+1/2,j+1/2:Y (•i+1/2.j+1/2'
•i+1/2.j•-1/2)
ß
with the samestencils
as D• andD•. Formulas
for the Stencil for AX and AY for fourth order DIV operator is
projectionoperatorsare similarto 1D formulassuch(21).
(• A•)i+l/2j+l/2=
{ -A•i+2,j+l/2+ 9A•i+l,j+l/2
+9 A•i.j+•/2- A•i-•,j+•/2}/16,
The definitions
for operators
Pv andP• aresimilar.
If we usesixth or higher order approximationsof the one
dimensional operators, then we obtain approximations of
correspondentorder for div and grad on smooth grids. It
is important to note that the form of DIV and GRAD
operatorsare the same. For example, the s•th order for-

shownin figure 2.
Discrete operator GRAD
To obtain the GRAD operator we use a discrete analog
of the integral identity. The first integral can be approximated

as follows

(12)/vudiv.,•dV
•
•Ui+l/2,j+l/2
{{[D•
(nxjJ•l)]i+l/2,j+l/2i,j

[D,(P;(P•
AX)y•)]i+l/2,i+•/2
}+

mula for the operatorD5 canbe obtainedfrom Lagrange
interpolation and has the following form:

[D•(P;(PvAY)
x,)]i+•/2,j+,/2}}
h2

1

(D•A•)i+l/2.3+l/2
: 1920
h'

Becausewe are trying to approffimate the Cartesian comapproximation for the

{ -9 A•,-2,j+l/2+ 125A(i-l,j+l/2 - 2250A(i,j+l/2+ ponents of the operator grad, the
-2250A•i+l,j+l/2- 125A(i+2,j+l/2
'+'9A•i+3,j+l/2}
ß second
integral
canbewrittenas
This is convenientfor programming,becauseif one decides
to changefrom a schemeof one order to another, one only
needchangethe formulasfor one-dimensional
operators.
Discrete operator DIV

(13)

v(.•,
grad
u)dV
•
E 0.5(AXi,j+•/2
GXi,j+•/2+
i,j
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ß

- AX/J

,<>,

ß

o- Ar

Figure2: The stencilfor AX andAY in the fourthorder
DIV.

Figure3: The stencilforthe GX component
of the fourth
order GRAD.

and

AXi+l.j+l/2 GXi+l,j+l/2 qAXi+I/2.j GXi+l/2.j q-

VCi+i/2.j+I/2 q-VCi+1/2.3-1/2

VXi+l/2. j •---

AXi+i/2.j+i
GXi+l/2.j+l)VCi+l/2.j+l/2
,
whereVC•+l/2.j4-1/2
isthevolume
of thecell.
A moregeneralformulafollowsfromthe fact that

If we knowthe transformationX((, r/), Y((, r/) explicitly.
we can use the followingformulas'

VXi,j+l/2: Ji,j+l/2h2
VYi+l/2,j= Ji+l/2.jh2.

/•(X,
grad
u)dV
=/v(AX
GX
+AY
GY)
dV
and the chosentype of discretizationwhereAX relatesto

sides(i.j) - (i,j + 1);andAY relates
to sides(i,j)- (i +

For the last choice of VX, VY we get

•.j).
The generalformula is

GXi,j+l/2 =

1 {[D•U]
i,j+l/2
Yv

(14) fv(•7,
gradu)dV
•

Ji,j+l/2

Y•AX,,3+I/2
GXi,j+l/2
VXid+I/2
+
(•5)

E AYi+i/2.j
CXi+l/2,j
VYi+i/2,j

GY/+•/2,j =

where

Ji+l/2,j

i+l/2,j

Z VXi,j+l/2
-- V, y• VYi+i/2,j
-- V.
i,j

i,j

Formula(13) follows
fromthe general
formulaif wechoose The stencil for GX is shownin figure 3. The stencil for
G¾ is similar,wejust needto turn the previousstencil90
VCi+i/2,j+i/2 q-VCi-1/2,j+i/2

VXi'j+l/2-"

2

degrees.

High-Order Mimetic Finite Difference Methods

5

Numerical

experiments

We first verify the order of the truncation error estimates
bv numerical experiments on the grids described in the
previous section. We then solve the time-dependent heat
equation to determine the convergencerate of the fourthorder spatial discretization, combinedwith a high-order
time discretization.

We showthat the convergencerate for the maximum and
mean-square norms are the same. We also confirm that the

second-ordermethod has a second-orderconvergencerate
for all grids and that the fourth-order method has at least
a second-orderconvergencefor all grids. However, as the
smoothnessof the grid increases,so does the order of convergencefor the fourth-order method. We finally demonstrate that on smooth nonuniform grids the fourth-order
method is computationally more efficient that the secondorder method for a prescribedaccuracy. Furthermore the
fourth-order method givesmore accurateresultswhen both
use the same computationaleffort, even on rough grids.

5.1
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where q is the order of the error, and the constant c, the
convergence-rateconstant, is independent of .•¾I.
In the numerical examples the truncation errors were
evaluated on a sequenceof grids h = 2-• and the convergencerates estimated from the ratio between the norms of

the errors(2) and
hq

(3)

En/•= c• +O(hq+X)
.

The order of convergenceq can be estimated as follows
Ea

(4)

q• 1øg2
Eh/2

The convergencerates were estimated using both the
maximum

norm
M

i=1

•

and the mean-squarenorm

Numerical investigation of truncation

-

errors

,

$ i=1

The first examplesare based on the analytic map

whereUi+x/• is the solutionof the finite-difference
scheme
and u(x) is the exact solution.
The truncation errors were computedby applying the

0_<•_<r,

--

d'

(1)

•+•

,

j!

j=l

rg•51,

where
k

a= +

j•

j=l

-

is introduced for normalizing the mapping. The number
of terms in the sum, k, is a parameter. This function
producesa family of mappings with varying smoothness

discrete operators to a number of test functions including the sine, cosine, exponential, and polynomials for
6 • r • 9. All of the convergenceestimates agree with
our theoretical analysisfor grids generatedusingtransformations and for random grids.
2D truncation error analysis.
The truncation error was numerically investigated for
the test function

sin(2•rx) sin(2= •)

at the • = r. The COgrid is definedby settingbi = 1 for
1 < i < k. The C'x mappingis definedby settingbx=0

with periodic boundary conditionson the unit squareand
the smoothperiodic grid

and bi = 1 for i > 1. Smoother mappings are defined
similarly.
Next we construct rough grids using random perturba-

X(•, r/) = • + s sin(2•' •) sin(2•' q)

tionsof a uniformgrid. We definethe O(h•) gridby

xi = •i + hk
where the R,'s are random numbersuniformly distributed

¾(•, V) = V + s sin(2• •) sin(2•
The grid for parameters = 0.1 is shownin figure 4.
The numericalinvestigationsof the truncation error for
thesesmoothgrids confirm the theoreticalexpectationof
a fourth order truncation

in [-1/4, 1/4].
The asymptotic truncation error Ea on a grid of M

nodes,h = 1/(M - 1), is estimatedby

+

error.

We also investigated the truncation error on a nonsmooth the random grid

agi,j
= •i,jq-l•,j )•(h•)k
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tion is O(h3) or O(h4),the resultscoincide
with the one

,

dimensional
08

5.2

case.

Convergence rates for the heat equation

06

The time-dependent one-dimensionalheat equation,
Ou

0,4

(5)

02u

0--•=divgradu=
Ox2
, O< x < 2•r,

with periodic boundary conditionsand the exact solution

02

(6)

o

o

02

0,4

0,6

u(x,t) ----e-' sin(x),

08

was solved to determine how the accuracy depends upon
the smoothness
of the grid. Five grids, eachwith M points
were used;a uniform grid; a smoothperiodic grid,

Figure 4: Smooth grid in unit square.

(7)

xi = 2•-(i- 1)h +0.2 sin(2•' (i- 1)h).
i = 1,..

and three randomperturbationsof the uniform grid,
xl = 0,

06

xi-27r(i-1)h+Ri2•rh

s, i=2,...,M-1,

XM = 2•r

04

where the Ri; i - 2,..., 3//- 1 are random numbers, Ri G

(--1/4, 1/4), and s = 3,2,1.

O2

0

0

0.2

04

06

08

1

Figure 5: Random grid in unit square.

y•,j-- rli,j+ R7, ,•(Arl)k
whereA• = 1/(3//- 1), At/= 1/(N - 1) are the stepsin

thelogical
grid,R-•., R?. E (-0.5,0.5)arerandom
numz.$

t, 3

bets, k is the analogof smoothnessof the grid, and A the
parameter which determined the relative size of the perturbations of the uniform grid. In figure 5 we presentsuch
a grid for k = 1 and A = 0.8.
The numerical truncation errors for these rough random
gridswere different from ti•e one dimensionalresultsin table 1 We found no direct dependencebetween the order of
perturbation and the order of the truncation error as we
found for the one dimensional case. This implies that in
2D the order of the random perturbation is insu•cient to
estimate the quality of the grid. But when the perturba-

The spatial derivatives were approximated by the
second-orderand fourth-order approximations constructed
in this paper. The equations were integrated in time
by a variable-order, variable-time step Adams-Bashforth-

Moulton method to time accuracyof 10-9, so that the
errors related to time-integration are negligible.
The accuracy of the solutions at t - I are displayed in
Tables 2 and 3. The type of the grid is in the first column;
the number of grid points, M, is in the secondcolumn;
the next two columnsgive the maximum and mean-square
error norms;and the estimatedordersof convergence
are in
the next two columns.Note that the order of convergence
for the maximum and mean-squarenorms are the same.
The

second-order

method

has a second-order

conver-

gencerate for all gridsand the fourth-ordermethod has at
least a second-orderconvergencefor all grids. However, as
the smoothnessof the grid increases,so does the order of
convergencefor the fourth-order method.
We also conducted numerical experiments for the 2D
heat equation on the presentedgrids with exact solution

u(x,t) = e-s•r2
t sin(2
•-x)sin(2
•'y).

High-Order Mimetic Finite Difference Methods

Type
of grid
Uniform

grid
Smooth

grid
Random

grid

O(h3)
Random

grid

O(h2)
Random

grid O(h)

L2-norm

qmax

359

M

max
norm

q2

17

4.17E-03

7.43E-03

1.90

1.91

33

1.11E-03

1.96E-03

1.95

1.96

65

2.86E-04

5.06E-04

-

-

17

4.78E-03

8.06E-03

1.90

1.92

33

1.28E-03

2.12E-03

1.95

1.94

65

3.29E-04

5.51E-04

-

17

4.61E-03

7.45E-03

2.02

1.91

33

1.13E-03

1.96E-03

1.97

1.96

65 2.87E-04 5.06E-04
5.73E-03

7.83E-03

2.14

1.97

33

1.30E-03

1.99E-03

2.10

1.97

65 3.03E-04 5.08E-04
17

9.36E-03

2.40E-03 2.71E-03

1.02E-02

65

4.61E-04

1.96

1.91

2.38

2.23

5.75E-04

4 to 2 when we decrease the "smoothness"

-

Table 2: ConvergenceAnalysis for Second-Order Scheme.
The convergencerates using the maximum, q,•ax, and L2
norm. q2 are computed on the series of grids with M -17.33, and 65 points.

of the random

grid o s, from four to one. It is important to note, that the

worstconvergence
rate we encountered
wasO(h2), even
then truncationerror is O(1). This fact is closelyrelated
to the nature of the heat equation and can be explained

from a theoreticalpoint of view similarto that in [11].

5.3

-

17

33

The numerical results show dependence of the error in
2D on the quality of the grid similar to 1D case. That is
for smooth grids we have a fourth order convergencerate,
and for random grids the convergencerate decreasesfrom

Efficiency of the second- and fourthorder

methods

When using these approximationsto solvesystemsof partial differential equations, often the cost of applying the
discrete operator is small compared with the cost of evaluating the function that is to be operated on. For example, in a fluid dynamics calculation where the equationof-state is evaluated by a table lookup, it may cost up to
thirty arithmetic operations to evaluate the pressure at
a mesh point. The five extra arithmetic operators for the
fourth-order method comparedto the second-ordermethod
is small compared to the large gain in accuracy. The real
gain comesfrom requiring fewer mesh points in a calculation that has the same accuracy.
Also, when solving time dependent equations with ex-

Type I M

of grid

max L2-normqmax q2

norm

plicit method, the stability restriction for the time step is
a function of the mesh spacing. For the heat equation, the

Uniform

17

6.31E-05

1.12E-04

3.80

3.80

stabilitybounddepends
approximately
upon1/min(Ax) 2

gird

33

4.52E-06

8.02E-06

3.90

3.91

65

3.01E-07

5.32E-07

-

-

17

1.53E-04

2.24E-04

3.75

3.79

Thus, if the time step is limited by the stability• rather than
accuracy, the fewer mesh points required by the fourthorder method allows much larger time steps for the same

33

1.13E-05

1.62E-05

3.88

3.91

Smooth

grid
Random

grid

O(h3)

65

7.66E-07

1.07E-06

-

-

17

5.26E-04

5.04E-04

3.91

3.81

33

3.49E-05

3.59E-05

4.32

4.31

-

-

17

1.41E-03

1.14E-03

3.04

2.64

grid

33

1.71E-04

1.83E-04

3.40

3.36

0(52 )

65

1.61E-05 1.77E-05

-

-

17

4.46E-03

Random

Random

65 1.74E-06 1.80E-06

4.02E-03

2.04

1.87

accuracy.

The fourth-order approximation of the Laplacian requires 2.6 times as many arithmetic operations as the

second-orderapproximation (13 arithmetic operationsfor
fourth-orderversus5 for the second-ordermethod). We
compared the two methods in solving the previous example by using M - 16 cells for the fourth-order method and
2.6 M

-

42 cells for the second-order

method.

The results

in Table 4 for the max and L2 norm errors demonstrate

that the fourth-order method is significantly more accurate
than the second-ordermethod on smooth grids. On
O(h)
65 1.62E-04 1.96E-04
roughgrids,the fourth-ordermethod is only slightly worse,
even with far fewer mesh points. These results agree with
Table 3: ConvergenceAnalysis for Fourth-Order Scheme. similar comparisonsof finite difference and finite volume
The convergencerates using the maximum, qmax, and L2
methodson nonuniformgrids[9].
norm, q2 are computed on the series of grids with M -From this example,we concludethat for gridswith vary17,33, and 65 points.
ing degreesof smoothness,
the fourth-ordermethod is generally more efficient than the second-ordermethod.
grid

33

1.08E-03

1.09E-03

2.73

2.47
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